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at the outset 
 

a few thoughts from the editor 
By r. j. paré 

 
 
 
 
 
“I suppose I should collect my books 

And go back to school.” 

 

                              --- Rod Stewart 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 The summer ends and with it the time for idle days at the beach. For our children, 
moaning and groaning it is time to head on back fer some more of that fancy book 
learning. For ourselves it can be an opportunity to devote extra time to our never ending 
back-log of projects.  
 
 Whether it is a leaky roof that needs fixing before winter or some creative time to 
express yourself… we all have stuff that piles up. 
 
 Here at RKYV ONLINE we’ve, lately, devoted more energy to showcasing 
bigger names and talents as a means of sharing with you – our readers, contributors and 
developing artists – what is possible when you truly invest in your own creativity. These 
pros got where they are today through hard work and commitment to their crafts and I 
encourage you all to take something away from that. 
 
 I hope you enjoy the interviews with Allen Freeman & Jimmy Palmiotti and 
perhaps find some insight into what it takes to be a professional. 
 
 We’ve got loads of goodies for you as well, this month… so I’ll keep this brief. 
Read on and enjoy the Art – Lit ‘mash up’ brought to you by…. RKYV ONLINE.  
 
 



in the news 
 

disney buys marvel comics 
By Tom “cub reporter” Rossini 

 
 
 For those of you that were not aware, I was on special assignment Aug 29 to Sept 
3rd getting all the dirty detail regarding the new acquisition to the Walt Disney Company.  
It really did not make the top news story so I would not be surprised if you were not 
aware of this but the Walt Disney Company bought out Marvel Comics for $4 billion 
dollars earlier this month.  This is the biggest acquisition for the Walt Disney Company 
since its purchase of PIXAR 3 years ago for 7.4 billion dollars.  But what exactly does 
this mean.  It means that Spiderman, Iron man, Xmen, Hulk, and others are now owned 
completely by the “MOUSE” and basically have the entire cartoon family as Marvel 
Comics owned the rights to approximately 5000 characters.  
 

 
 
 

 + 
  

 

 = $$$$$$ 



 The only thing now holding up this process is the US anti-trust authorities and 
Marvel shareholders.  But I can not foresee the shareholders not agreeing to this.  All 
Marvel shareholders would receive the following: 

 

• $30 for each share of Marvel Comics  

• 0.745 shares of Disney shares for every Marvel share they own. 

• Total – approximately $50 for every share of Marvel Comics they owned. 

 
Disney Chief Executive Robert Iger stated that this content “appeals more to boys,” a 

market it has been looking to develop, Iger said. Disney XD, a television station and 
video game unit, already had a deal with Marvel to use some of the comic book 
company's action heroes in its content.  Disney Chief Financial Officer Tom Staggs went 
on to say that Marvel owns the rights of many action-hero characters that are not widely 
known, which Disney anticipates bringing to the forefront for future movies or TV shows 
should the deal go through.  And if it goes through Disney will be the sole distributor for 
all Disney content including PIXAR and Marvel Comics. 

 

While I was down visiting the mouse, speculations abound and much of the talk was 
about the Disney Company opening a new theme park – A Marvel Comic theme park.  
There was also much talk from Disney workers that when the current licenses / 
agreements expire for Universal Studios and other theme parks for some of their Marvel 
Comic Rides, they will close for good or be renamed.  I tend to believe this and firmly 
believe that by 2015, there will be a Marvel Comics Theme Park in Orlando, Florida. 

top ten reasons, it sucks, disney bought marvel 
By r. j. paré 

 

 

10. Disney sees loads of potential in bringing back 
"Dazzler" [lamest character ever] 

 

9. Universal Studios Theme park will need to rename its 
rides. General Mills Food Corp. may sponsor Hulk 
rollercoaster’s re-branding for “Jolly Green Giant” – Ho, 
Ho, Ho, just like veggies, kids hate it. 

                                                                                                            

                                                                                              Dazzler © Marvel Comics      

 



8. All blood and graphic violence to be removed from Marvel Video Games. To be 
replaced with revisionist history & morality lessons about why we shouldn't meat. 

 

7.  Infinty Gauntlet to be replaced with Micheal Jackson's glove. 

 

 

        _ 
 

 

 

 

6. Over fear children will play with knives, Disney uses digital editing to replace 
Wolverine's claws with day-glo boxing gloves.  

 

 

  _   
 

 

 

 

 



5. Marvel artists rebel and begin drawing M.O.D.O.K. with Walt's frozen head! Disney 
fires everyone and replaces art staff with "in-house" animators. 

 _ _ _ _    
 

 

 

 

4. Disney instructs Marvel to create comic book vehicles for aging former Mouseketeers. 
First up: Secret Wars - Britney Spears vs Christina Aguilera 

 

3. All Marvel movies must have catchy song & dance numbers in the future. Tobey 
Maguire points to Spiderman 3 as being "ahead of its time". 

 

2. Disney mandates that all Marvel characters are now drawn with only 3 fingers and a 
thumb. 

 

1. Two words: Euro Marvel {{shudder}} 

next up:  A Special Sneak Preview of the 1st Disney Marvel cartoon 

                                collaboration! 
 
 



spidermouse 
lyrics 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                Spidermouse – drawn by r. j. paré, colours by   
                                                                                         Dave Michaels 
 
 
 
 

Spidermouse, Spidermouse,  

Does whatever a spidermouse does  

Spins webs and sells lots of toys  

Fighting crime and Beagle Boys  

Look Out!  

Here comes the Spidermouse  

 

Is he rich?  

Listen mac,  

He’ll make Uncle Walt loads of cash.  

Can his image, sell merchandise? 

Boy this tee-shirt sure looks nice. 

Hey, there  

There goes the Spidermouse.  

 

To the fans dismay, 

New plans are revealed.  

Replacing Parker they say,  

Was just the start of the deal. 

 

Spidermouse, Spidermouse  

Friendly neighbourhood Spidermouse  

His wealth and fame  

You can't ignore 

Movie rights are their reward.  

 

To them, life is a great photo op  

Wherever their profit's up  

You'll find the Spidermo-o-ouse. 

 



 
 
      Captain America – by Jon Biermann © Marvel Comics 
 



featured artist review 
 

 

 

 

allen freeman 
By r. j. paré 

 

bio:  Born and raised in Owensboro, KY, 

Allen was in the first class to graduate from 
Apollo High School in 1974. In 1978 He earned 
his B.F.A. from Western Kentucky University. 
From 1978 - 1983 he worked at the largest 
advertising agency in Akron, Ohio, as an 
illustrator and photo retoucher. From 1983 
though 1996 Allen created / operated the design 
and art studio Tiger Grafix, in Frankfort, KY, 
working with such clients as KET, UK, 
Valvoline and Clark Equipment. 
 

 
He has worked freelance in the comic book biz [cover art, colouring, inking and lettering] 
since 1987 working with such clients as cat's paw Comics, Now Comics, Caliber Comics, 
Comics Conspiracy, Sky Comics, KCQ Comics, Fantagraphics Books, Wunderman 
Comics, Last Kiss Comics and more... 
 
In 1996 Allen was hired by Sierra On-Line to work in Seattle, WA, creating 3D art and 
web design for computer games. He later went to work for Boss Game Studios on a 
Nintendo 64 game & Microsoft on an XBox project [Crimson Skies: High Road to 
Revenge]. 
 
Now back in Owensboro, KY, Allen is pleased to be living and working in his 
hometown. 
 
As of 2003, Allen has been designing web sites for various clients and starting his own 
comic company, Fan-Atic Press:  www.fanaticpress.com  
 
 
 
 



1. r. j. paré: Have you always known that you wanted to be or, rather, were an artist? 
 
Allen Freeman: I knew I wanted to be an artist since I was about 4 years old. I’d draw 
comics from the newspaper, only much larger. I branched out to drawing race cars and 
my grandmother, who watched me during the week days while my mom and dad were 
working, saved a drawing I did of a hotrod car with the engine parts coming up out of the 
hood. I was about 5 when I drew that. 
 
2. rjp: Did you study or major in art while in school?  
 
AF: When I was in the 3rd grade teachers started pulling me out of class to work on art 
for the school library, etc….and if the whole class had to draw something they’d all look 
at me to get it started. I did major in art in college and earned a BFA degree from 
Western KY University. (I’ve never had a single class to learn computers or any 
programs.) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Artist: Elizabeth Taylor 
Title: Allen Freeman 
Media Used: Airbrush, Gouache and 
Brush 
Size: 20” x 30” 
Date Created: 1980 
 
AF: Saw this image on the front of a 
Best of Life Magazine book. It was 
like 2” x 3” on the cover. Turned out 
his was her high school graduation 
photo - Hollywood High. 
 
rjp: Magazine and Advertizing 
illustrations in the 50’s and 60’s 
influenced portraiture towards the 
‘photo-realist’ style and presentation. 
This piece uses colour and tone to 
achieve that effect while 
simultaneously making use of 
creative hi-lights and shadows to veer 
towards the exaggerated or 
‘romantic’ presentation popularized 
amongst paperback cover artists.  
 
You could call this, gorgeous, style 
‘idealized-realist’. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. rjp: Who was your biggest influence or source of encouragement, as a child, in 
pursuing art?  
 
AF: My parents were very supportive. My dad used to draw and paint some when I was 
very young and I probably saw that and it inspired me. He once helped me with a 4th 
grade art assignment where I had to draw like 50 animals overnight….he drew some of 
them totally out of his head - blew me away. I also had an uncle that was great at carving 
scenes into wood. All of my family had at least one of these carvings on their wall. 
 
4. rjp: What is your favorite media to work with?  
 
AF: For years I used airbrush and gouache paint. I did all my large paintings and 
commercial art work with that. Now I prefer to draw with pencil and ink with an art pen, 
or do paintings digitally with Photoshop.  
 
 
 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Celtic Girl 
Media Used: Brush and Ink on 
Illustration Board 
Size: 12” x 17” 
Date Created: 1990 
 
AF: One of a series of Girls of Fantasy 
portfolio pieces I was hired to do from a 
comic company in Connecticut. Ended 
up doing about 13 of these and most 
were distributed through comic stores 
via Diamond. Limited Edition black and 
white prints. 
 
rjp: Break out the 20 sided dice, I think 
my inner 14 year old is rising to the 
surface. This beauty is the stuff of any 
RPG-er’s fantasies. It would also make a 

pretty fantastic tat, come to think of it.  



5. rjp: Do you use any special tools and techniques to create your art?  
 
AF: I used to have lots of time-saving techniques while airbrushing as I’d been doing it 
for years. Now the only special tool I use is a Wacom Intous 3 art tablet. I love the fact I 
can colour comics and it looks either like airbrush, pen, or markers all in the same panel. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6. rjp: What inspires you to create art?  
 
AF: I have a need to create something new. If I don’t do something creative now and then I go 
crazy. In the last few years in particular I’ve been doing more and more photography. Since 
college I’ve been taking lots of photos but I really amped it up in the last 5 years, buying better 
digital cameras and lenses. I love the ability to capture a moment forever. I like manipulating the 
image, cropping, etc, to make a statement. I like uploading them to various web sites to get 
comments and critiques. I’ve sold some of the photos so it’s turning into more of a job than a 
hobby actually. Everywhere I go I give myself a project to cover; a city, event, whatever and 
cover it completely. Sort of honing my ability I guess [Or trying to]. And I’m inspired by 
everything I see: a funny TV commercial, a movie, a magazine layout/article, a billboard, online 
galleries, other artists works… everywhere. 
 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Valvoline 
Media Used: Airbrush, gouache 
and brush. 
Size: 20” x 20” 
Date Created: 1992 
 
AF: A point of display poster for 
hanging in Goodyear stores. Also 
used on the cover of a car race 
program book [And they made 
limited edition prints of it]. They 
were to pay me $2500 for it. After 
working on it for one day they 
called me and said if I could have it 
done in one more day, they’d pay 
me $3000. So, I put it into 
overdrive and made the deadline. 
They had me do another one the 

next year. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Stadiums 
Media Used: 3D Max program, and Photoshop 
Size: 12” x 12” roughly. 
Date Created: 1997 
 
  
AF: Used for the front-end of the PC game Front Page Sports, Football 1998. 
Sierra On-Line. I did about 10 stadiums in all for that game, 1998 and 1999 
versions. I also did some work in the game itself. I animated the coin toss 
sequence. I also created and maintained the web site, from scratch, for Front Page 
Sports Football during those years. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Best of Fever Pitch 
Media Used: Airbrush, gouache and brush 
Size: 15” x 22” 
Date Created: 1987 

 
AF: This issue sold in Bud Plant’s Comics company catalog for years. I got a commission 
on sales from the publisher Jabberwocky Graphix. I originally did this to see if I could 
paint something like Alberto Vargas. When creator Brad W. Foster of Jabberwocky 
Graphix asked me if I had anything I sent him a slide of this. 
 
rjp: Vargas pinups adorned the lockers, kits, and planes of those in the armed service for 
many years. His ‘photo-realist / idealized-realist’ style, wonderfully adopted by Allen in 
this piece, celebrated the beauty and sexuality of the female form. 



7. rjp: How would you categorize your artistic style?  
 
AF: Actually I don’t think I ever had a chance to create a style. Which is sad. For years I 
had to produce art that looked like someone else’s work, or a certain time period for 
commercial art assignments. I was always having to branch out and “do the impossible” 
as I’d call it. I rarely had the time to stop and work on something, just for the fun of it, or 
to produce a “style”.  I may have had a certain look if you bunched up some of the art 
that I penciled and inked myself, but I had to jump from one look to another so much, I 
think I now just create something, as I go, and not worry about a certain look for more 
than one piece. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8. rjp: Would you say that there is a "message" or "unifying theme" in your work?  
 
AF: No. As I was trying to explain above, I don’t think I ever had a chance to work on a 
series of art pieces long enough to develop my own look or theme. 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Fright Night #12  
Now Comics 
Media Used: Airbrush, gouache 
and brush, Dr. Martin Inks. 
Size: 12” x 18” 
Date Created: 1989 

 

AF: One of two covers I worked 
on for Fright Night, Now Comics. 
They mailed me a rough sketch 
by Neil Volkes. I traced that 
down as a starting point. I made 
up all the rest myself. At the very 
bottom of the art, that item is part 
of my Fan-Atic Press logo head 
down there.  
 
I also put Ralph Snart’s head on 
the statue on the right. (They also 
put out the Ralph Snart comics, 
so wouldn’t have minded, 
probably, if they had known.) 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Einstein  
Media Used: Art pen on Strathmore Illustration Board 
Size: 18” x 22” 
Date Created: 2003 
 
AF: My wife and I’d walk through the mall and an artist had his portraits set up 
there. Every time we walked by she’d talk about buying the one the guy did of 
Einstein. This offended me. I’m an artist, by golly! So I’d say, “I’ll do one for you. 
Better than his” So I finally did.  
 
rjp: What an amazing, finely detailed, piece. Allen’s attention to texture, lighting 
& shadow brings the quintessential Einstein of our collective imagination to life. 

The wizened features, the wiry hair – one can almost hear the oft imitated accent.  



 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: SPEED RACER CLASSICS #2 (Now Comics) 
Media Used: Airbrush, gouache, brush, Dr. Martin’s Inks 
Size: 25” x 18” 
Date Created: 1989 
 
AF: I was mailed a pencil sketch on tissue paper in a plain small white envelope. I 
called them and asked if they had any colors that I was to follow. They said just 
look at one of the other comic books. So I had to go out and find one. I was told I 
had only 2 days to get it back to them via FedEx. I found a FedEx place that would 
go out around 7PM. So I did it, and got it out just in time. Just a few days later I 
went into the comic store and there it was. They really were cutting it close. 
 



9. rjp: Which famous artists or styles have influenced you? Why?  
 
AF: I’ve always loved the commercial artists that do the book covers for sci-fi paperbacks. I was 
always a huge fan of Frank Frazetta, Michael Whelan, Boris Vallejo (who I’ve met), Olivia (Who 
I’ve met), and too many others to mention without me going through my art book collection. I’m 
fascinated in how they used color to a large extent. How in the simplest items, they could make 
items so dramatic. the lighting of the scene in their head as they did the painting. So much to see 
in the details. I liked how Frank Frazetta could grab the most active, expressive moment for a 
painting. It was like he saw the scene unfolding in his mind, and then grabbed the one frame of it 
that told the whole story, in the most expressive way. You couldn’t look away. 
 
10. rjp: If you could meet any living or dead artist, who would it be?  
 
AF: Jack Kirby. I bet he would be interesting to talk to. I always loved his work on the Fantastic 
Four, and the New Gods, etc, etc. Also: Jim Steranko. I’ve seen him at the San Diego con, but 
didn’t get to talk to him. I always loved his work pretty much for the same reasons I liked Frank 
Frazetta or Dave Stevens. (I actually did get to talk to him a few times and once did a phone 
interview with him.) Gene Colan, John Romita, John Buscema. I’m a big silver-age Marvel fan. 
A non comic book artist would be Michelangello. I’d need an interpreter, but I’m sure he would 
have some stories to tell. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

11. rjp: What is the one question that you would ask him / her?  
 
AF: Jack Kirby: How did you stay motivated to keep drawing the Fantastic Four for over 
100 issues in a row? How were you treated at Marvel? Did you get a fair shake? What 
characters did you create, or mostly create? 
 
12. rjp: What do you think of the term "starving artist"?  
 
AF: I think it is a sad term. It’s like trying to lump many artists into one pot - which you 
could never do. I think the people that use that term like to think that most artists are 
starving, or can’t find work. I don’t think some people think that highly of someone being 
an artist. They don’t know how many avenues there are for artists these days to make 
money. My parents insisted I go to college and maybe be an electrical engineer or 
something. I came back one weekend and told them I’d signed up for an art major. They 
were horrified. They couldn’t think of how an artist could make a living. I had to sit them 
down and explain all the ways it’s possible. I was going to be a commercial artist I told 
them. See that magazine on your table? An artist had to design the layout of the 
magazine. Another artist painted the cover and another did the illustrations inside it.  
 
Before this, the only artist they had ever seen working were the ones in the mail, doing 
character sketches of people’s faces. I had to educate them all the time, pointing out 
graphics on TV, posters, book covers. They saw these items all the time but never 
connected that someone had to draw and paint them. I figured that could be me. What I 
later learned in school were the many off-shoots such as; videographer, photographer, 
airbrush, etc…and now there are all the computer graphics, digital editing, the 3D 
computer gaming field (I’ll get to that later).  
 

[see previous page] 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman (Colouring and Lettering) 
Title: SPUDMAN  
Media Used: Photoshop CS3, Wacom Intous 3 pen tablet.  
Size: 2750 x 2063 pixels (Web size) 
Date Created: 2009 
 
AF: Rory McConville created and writes this hilarious web comic. Art by Nacho 
Fernandez Gonzalez. Colours and lettering by Allen Freeman 
 
http://www.shadowlinecomics.com/webcomics 
 
Hit the menu in the upper right. Scroll way down to “The Mundane Overrated 
Misadventures of Spudman.” New page every Monday. 
 



I have a quick story here. My first wife had a rich friend. That girlfriend was getting 
married and we went to the rehearsal dinner in a very ritzy restaurant. I met the girl’s 
parents and her mother said, “What do you do?” I said I was a commercial artist. She had 
a look on her face, like I’d said, garbage man. (I was a garbage man during the summers 
in college) I saw her a few days later for the wedding and she said, “Oh, are you still an 
artist?” As if, maybe, I’d come to my senses in the last few days.  
 
Oh, and I think that some artists don’t do it for the money. They do it because they 
have to create. If their work is good, they will be discovered, and the money will follow. 
Starving probably influenced a lot of memorable artwork, on second thought. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: KY Cornel Collector Print 
Media Used: Digitally painted in 
Photoshop. 
Size: 18” x 22” 
Date Created: 2001 
 

AF: I’ve done about 12 collector prints 
over the years. Dishware (Jewel T), KY 
National Guard, KY Capital City, 
Quiltmaker, etc….this was the only one 

I’ve done all in the computer. 



13. rjp: Do you feel more a sense of community with other artists or a sense of 
competition?  
 
AF: Depends on the times. When I was working for myself 1983-1996, (I worked for a 
large advertising firm from 1978-1983) I had my own graphic art studio. I once went to 
hand out my samples and cards in surrounding cities like Louisville, KY, Lexington, KY 
and Cincinnati, OH. The advertising agencies would show me a thick rolodex of numbers 
of other artists they could call. I was put off for a while but never stopped trying. Some of 
them eventually did call me and had me do art for them. I felt my airbrush work was a cut 
above most of the others. In my mind anyway. I didn’t rely solely on just the airbrush but 
used it as just another tool with brushes and pens, etc to get the look I was after. A lot of 
other artists tried to do all the work with the airbrush and some of their work, to me, 
looked like something half way done. (Or I was just trying to convince myself I did have 
a chance in the business.) 
  
On the other hand I still worked with other artists and became good friends with some. 
They would give me the projects they didn’t want to tackle. I was married with 3 kids and 
couldn’t actually turn down work. If I didn’t know how to do something, I’d agree to 
everything the client wanted. Then, go back to my office and try and figure out, how-in-
the-heck I was going to do it. I always figured it out eventually. 
  
When it comes to fellow comic book artists I’m always trying to help promote them and 
their work. I’ve always wanted to see everyone succeed. That was always the main 
reason behind my comic book Slam Bang. I wanted to help other comic artists get their 
work seen! My best friends have always been fellow artists. We’ve lived in the trenches, 
have some of the same war stories. I’m always shooting video interviews and posting 
them on YouTube…always trying to help others get noticed. 

 

14. rjp: How do you market yourself?  
 
AF: Back when I wanted as much commercial art as I could get (to feed my family), I did 
it all. I would join the local Chamber of Commerce and trade business cards at all the 
meetings. This worked like a charm. I got work everywhere. I went to the bank to open 
an account and walked out with art and design to do for their newspaper ads. I was 
always handing out cards. Now, it is more word of mouth. I do a web site for someone, 
and they tell someone else, etc. I forward people to my web site, which has all the info 
and samples on it. I call myself a media guru, since I love so many types of media. I 
consider shooting video and editing it, creating a cover and DVD box design, a very 
creative way to go.  
 
I like to branch out as much as I can. I learned this back when I had my own studio. You 
have to be able to do as many different things as you can. It all ties together. Shooting 
photos helps me as much as doing a drawing to exercise my creative muscles. I also buy 
cheap colour postcards and hand them out at all the comic shows I attend or set up at. I 
put them on the free table etc. I mail them out with the books I sell online thorough my 
Fan-Atic Press comic book company.  



I trade ads with other comic creators. We each get an ad in each other’s comic book. I put ads in 
the booklets handed out at the comic shows. I sometimes buy small ads on web sites like 
ComicSpace, etc. The one thing that really got my comic book company off the ground was the 
reviews. All the fanzines would give me a review of my comic, tell people where to buy my 
books, and I’d get orders. Didn’t have to pay for the “free” advertising, other than sending the one 
book to the reviewer, it’s free.  
 
I still do this, getting reviews in various comic web sites, and The Comic Buyer’s Guide review 
all my Slam Bang books each issue, and have interviewed me in a few issues. They have even 
done phone interviews with me and ran them as Podcasts. I’ve done other Podcast interviews as 
well. I’ve also been videoed for YouTube and other places.  
 
I’m a marketing junkie! I’d also suggest to other publishers to send out a press release to all 
newspapers, and web sites remotely interested in comics. And some that may become interested. 
Writing for the reporters is great. They just take your press release and don’t have to do much 
work. You’ve done it all for them. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
(colouring)  
Title: Last Kiss Comics 
Media Used: Photoshop  
Size: various 
Date Created: 2004 - present 
 

AF: I’m just the colourist. See more at www.lastkisscomics.com 

 

rjp: Combine the design sense that is very 1950’s with a sense of 
humour that pokes fun at the stereotypes and mores of those times 
and you have a series of newspaper style cartoon strips / captions 
that delightfully accomplishes with WIT and CHARM what a 
cable show like Mad Men achieves with DRAMA. 
 



15. rjp: Do you find it difficult to stay motivated/inspired?  
 
AF: I think my way of staying motivated creatively has been to reinvent myself every 
few years. I did airbrush work for many years, and have done inked work for just as long. 
But to stay creatively excited I had to keep learning. I taught myself how to use 
Dreamweaver to create web sites. I learned Adobe Encore to create DVD’s. I learned 
Adobe Premiere to edit movies. I bought complicated DSLR’s and figured out all the 
settings. I’m always challenging myself, giving myself projects.  
 
For instance my wife and I recently took a few days and explored Paducah, KY. I shot 
everything I saw there. I edited up the best shots and posted them online. Contacted 
Paducah Tourism and they ended up buying all the shots. I also shot the last day of a 
Civil War re-enactment this summer. Later I worked out a deal for a photo-book with the 
web site that puts on the event. They have invited me back next year with exclusive 
access to all 3 days and all the events. Some only the re-enactors are allowed to attend, 
for instance. I’ll do a huge book with these images. 
  
So the answer is - no. I don’t find it hard to stay motivated. It is easy to get in a rut and 
lose interest in a particular creative outlet. I did so many airbrush paintings and 
retouchings from 1978 (when I got out of college), till 1996 (When I went to work for the 
gaming companies in Seattle, WA) that I’ve not been able to pick-up an airbrush since. 
But I learned the 3D programs and that kept me excited till I moved onto web design, 
etc… 

 

16. rjp: Do you create your art full time or part time?  
 
AF: If you consider my photography “Art”, and I do. Then the answer is “yes”. I work on 
photos every day. Shooting them and manipulating them. I don’t do as much drawing as I 
used to by a long shot. But, I always think of doing, this or that art piece, to keep my 
hand in it. I have a client that has me draw things for him, off and on, but most of my 
“work” has been coloring and lettering lately. I colour a web comic called SPUDMAN 
for a client in Ireland.  
 
It’s posted at Image Comics webcomics site: www.shadowlinecomics.com/webcomics 
with a new page every Monday. It is currently up to page 44. I colour and letter it and I’m 
really working hard to make this colouring work, as good as I can. So far I’m getting 
good feedback on it. So in answer to your question I’m working about ½ the week on real 
paying projects and the other half on my photography and on my Fan-Atic Press web site 
( www.fanaticpress.com ) or assembling the books I sell on that site.  
 
OK, I’ll call it “full time.” Oh, and my other big client is www.lastkisscomics.com  
I love the crazy, funny, comics on this site. John Lustig is the mastermind behind all this, 
writing new word balloons for old comic panels he owns the rights to. He is a wonderful 
client to work for. He also writes Donald Duck comics for Disney, and has written 
similar work for Marvel, etc… but these are more adult comics on his own site.  
Great stuff! 



 
 

 

 

 

 

17. rjp: What other interests do you have, besides art?  
 
AF: Well, as I mentioned before, photography. But I’m crazy about movies. I drag my 
wife to a movie just about every week. We are mostly disappointed but you never know 
when one will be great. I watch them at home through Netfilx, online and the DVD’s they 
mail me. Love that service.  
 
I like swimming and hitting the treadmill at the gym but don’t do either on nearly 
enough. They have an Olympic pool and I swim laps and it is very relaxing and 
invigorating. My biggest hobby right now is my wife. We go everywhere together and 
she recently got her Master’s Degree online and is now going to Vanderbilt, University in 
Nashville, TN, and will be a Nurse Practitioner, eventually. She has to go there one week 
out of every month and I’ve been going with her. I get to explore the city, taking photos 
of everything. (I still do my work online, via laptop, scanner etc.)  

AF: I’m just the colourist. See more at www.lastkisscomics.com 
 



I’ll probably create a photo book of all this next Fall. I also like reading. Rolling Stone magazine, 
sci-fi books, to history, and other non-fiction works. I vary it up. I always plan to write a few 
novels. Someday. 
 
18. rjp: What advice would you have for a young artist starting out today?  
 
AF: Learn everything you can and don’t stop learning. Grab every program and manual you can 
get your hands on. Take classes. Everything you learn, even just for fun, will come back to you 
someday, and you’ll get paid for it. Plus, don’t be afraid of a 4 year degree. Sure, you’ll learn 
things that are not art related. But you will use it all someday, I guarantee it. Take business 
classes as many people have financial problems due to mismanagement of their money. Learn 
how to balance a check book, how to avoid credit cards - plus you’ll be able to have interesting 
conversations at parties with just about anyone! Oh, and get out of your shell! Don’t be shy! Get 
comfortable meeting and talking to people. Make your voice heard, no mumbling. Be assertive. If 
someone thinks you know what you are doing, you are ½ the way to getting the job. 
 

19. rjp: Do you have any big plans or shows coming up in 2009?  
 
AF: Glad you asked. Yes. First I’ll have my booth set up at the Mid-Ohio-Con in Columbus, Oh. 
October 3rd and 4th. This is a nice show, not as many small press people here but still worth it 
all. Plus I get to meet some of the old time Marvel artists! I’ve done this show the last few years. 
Next, I’m going to the APE show for the very first time. I’m setting up my booth there as well. 
This is like the mother of all small press comic shows, I believe. It’s October 17th and 18th in 
San Francisco. I plan to at least met lots of new friends there and get many of them to contribute 
to my Slam Bang anthology.  
Oh, and I hope to sell some books too. I’ll also get to meet for the first time Dan Burke. He is an 
artist that contributed to my Slam Bang comic, back in the 80’s. Very talented. I’m starting to 
publish some of his new work very soon. (Odd Comics #1, Attack Earth)  
We are going to shoot some crazy videos while we are there. 

 
20. rjp: How would you like your art, and by extension yourself, to be remembered?  
 
AF: Well, first of all I don’t think I will be remembered. Compared to all the other artists and 
creators out there in the world, I’ll at most be a footnote somewhere. I’d like to be remembered as 
a master of all trades. (No, not a Jack of all trades, and master of none.) 
 

Allen’s Links: 
www.allenfreeman.net (commercial art samples) 
www.allenfreeman.us (comic art samples) 
www.fanaticpress.com (comic book company) 
www.fanaticpressfilms.com (video work) 
www.mutantsmovie.com (official site of my video shot at the San Diego Comic-Con) 
www.afreemanphotography.com (my photos in slide shows.) 
www.jpgmag.com/people/maknbacon (my best? photos.) 
www.flickr.com/photos/maknbacon (lots of my photos) 
www.blipfoto.com/AllenFreeman (one new shot every single day….I try anyway.) 
 
I review other small press comics as well: http://smallpressnewsroom.blogspot.com  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist: Allen Freeman 
Title: Motorcycle Guy 
Media Used: Airbrush, 
gouache and brush, Dr. Martin 
Inks. 
Size: 20” x 30” 
Date Created: 1980 

 

AF: Inspired by watching a co-
worker driving his bike to work 
at the ad agency I worked at. I 
took some shots of him for 
reference. I was also inspired by 
a gallery showing at Kent State 
of some famous commercial 
artists’ works. I saw original 
works by Whelan, Boris, Greg 
and Tim Hildebrandt and 
others. I thought to myself, I 
have to work larger. So I started 
doing work around 20” x 30” 
the largest size of the 
illustration boards. This was the 
same size Boris seemed to be 
doing. 
  
This won a 1st place award in 
The Coca-Cola Art Show 
around 1983 in Paducah, KY. 
[Held annually in a coke 
bottling plant]. This piece was 
also printed in an issue of 
Airbrush Action Magazine 
around the same year. 
 

rjp: I love this piece. I chose it for the cover, because I felt it ‘spoke’ of the artist perhaps more than 
the subject [perhaps, in a sense the artist is the subject]. Allen Freeman has had, and continues to have, 
a career defined by the diverse pursuits he has pushed himself to excel at. He is painter, penciller, web 
designer, inker, photographer, colourist and more… In the truest sense he has succeeded because he 
has never stopped learning, growing… ‘moving’. It also combines elements that run the gamut of his 
skills and disciplines – photography, photo-realism, illustration… the man and the machine as a theme 
[Allen and his digital work – much like the rider & bike – in rhythm with his surroundings]  This piece 
just works for me. 
 



 

 

 
 
               Determination – by De Tourist 
 
 



writer’s column 
 

creation in our world 
By Larissa Gula 

 

 

Column 11: It’s Up To You 
 

 
 
She’s back! Although let’s be honest, 
probably only to disappear yet again. 
That bothersome illness may have 
finally disappeared into the abyss of the 
past, but college is back in full swing.  
 
I have a full course load on 18 credits, a 
part time job, an honor society to be 
involved in, and four total 
extracurricular activities.  
 
Did I mention I ran for floor rep in my 
dorm? 
 
Why, why, why would I make things so 
busy I barely have time for myself, let 
alone a writing project? The truth is, I’ve 
gotten pretty lax about my ‘writing’ ever 
since I got sick – at least, the casual 
short story and poetry part.  
 
I spent one day working on drafts for a 
fantasy novel idea, and I felt the writer’s 
equivalent of the Tin Man squealing, 
“Oil can!” between rusty lips. (What 
screams on or in a writer - fingers? Brain 
folds?) 
                                                                      Gypsy – by Roger Formidable 
But my priorities have shifted. 
 
 



 
 
The truth is, with the occasional 
publishing in a magazine (I had yet 
another occur recently) and my 
writing for the Pitt News, I feel 
overall content. I very rarely, if ever, 
really work on my other ideas. 
 
I suppose the question is, how does 
one know when they should be 
content and enjoy their successes, 
versus when they should enjoy the 
successes but still kick themselves 
into work? 
 
Honestly, this is a question I simply 
cannot answer for you. No one 
knows you better than yourself. On 
the other hand, you probably love to 
make excuses (I do, too; don’t 
worry). 
 
However, I can give you my secret to 
balancing time and picking the 
important things. This is a life saver 
in college; probably, it’s a life saver 
outside of college too. (Yea, good 
habits). 
 
Maybe this is where you can put an 
old fashioned thing called a list to 
good use.  
 

Space girl – by Roger Formidable 
 
Also, it can be the really old fashioned pen and lined paper list, or the updated computer 
list. Take your pick. I don’t care which, because they serve the same function. 
 
This is the point you just write down your life: your schedule, what you do in your free 
time, how much free time you have. Write down your hobbies, and any goals you have. 
Write down how much time you set aside to be with friends, who you spend the most 
time with – if it’s a part of your life, try to write it down. Get it out in the open. 
 
Then look at it. Even share it with a friend, if you feel comfortable doing so.  
 



If things are going good and you’re happy with them, OK. Congratulations. (Just be on 
the look out for the day you want to do something. Then it’s time to look over that list 
again.) 
 
If you feel like you want to add something to the list (now or in the future), cut some 
things out or cut down how much time you spend on other things. It will not be easy, but 
you have to prioritize just like I did. Just remember: be firm with yourself, but be flexible 
as well. Things happen, things get in the way. And as long as you work when you can, 
that’s OK. 
 
In the end, it will be completely, totally up to you to decide if that project can be worked 
on now, or put off until later. (Just don’t put it off until later next time. Unless you have a 
real crisis of an excuse.) 
 
Best of luck, 
Larissa 

 
  Marilyn – by Mike Grattan 



poetry 
 

selected poems of yearning, love and loss 
By Anna Gehmacher  
 

Disappoint me one more time 
and I'll be done with you 

 
Leave me waiting one more time 

and I'll forget you 
 

Tell me you love me one more time 
and I won't understand you 

 
Say you need me one more time 

and I will forgive you. 
 

 
         
        Krystyn Shpeley – by Jon Biermann 



selected poems  
By Dexter Betantos 

 
 

BURNING PRIESTS AND WEDDING DRESSES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                          Priest in perdition – by r. j. paré 

 
They shall burn me.  

But that won’t bring you back.  
So, that would be useless; burning all the priests and churches. 

 
I shall come across with one of your friends one of these days. 

Then I shall be asking them how you are doing in that distant land;  
do you always carry a coat with you to protect yourself from the cold,  

or perhaps, maybe I’ll ask them directly, “How is she?  
Is she happy with him?” Maybe they’ll answer me in a tone a bit naïve 

that would scar this heart a bit more. 

All seems to have been lost. 
The world is reduced to a memory.  
I am confined within this memory,  

running in circles, running in thoughts with 
you.  

Wandering about,  
hoping to find something to justify my 

failure to keep you here. 
 

How I wish I could burn all the priests who 
conduct weddings. 

But then that would mean I have to burn 
every last one of ‘em; 

I have to burn the churches as well cause 
churches will remind me  

of weddings as well; but that is a lot of work. 
It might take a lifetime.  

I may not even be able to execute such a plan 
for everyone  

will be calling me a heretic and they will be 
screaming their lungs out, 

 

“Burn the Heretic!” 



Maybe they’ll laugh at me for the lost time. 
Saying:  

 
” I thought you didn’t mind. We thought you’d never bother.” 

 
Maybe they’ll talk in riddles; not wanting to answer my inquiries.  

Acting as if they didn’t hear what I said; maybe… maybe they’ll be mean. 
Maybe, they’ll know by then that 

I had all the time in the world but still was a failure  
like I have always been for these sorts of things. 

And that I deserve this: to be thinking about you for the rest of my life. 
 

But don’t you think that would be a bit cruel? 
“To make someone think of a lost love for a lifetime.” 

Because that would mean spending every day, every second of the day wishing 
that things were otherwise. 

 
But then, maybe I deserve this. 

What do you think?  
Hell, maybe I’ll resolve to burning wedding dresses instead. 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR EVER 
 

However; 
 

Whoever; 
 

Whenever; 
 

You will always be here, 
 

Forever haunting me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                               
                                                                          Forever Cinder – by r. j. paré 



SICK 
 

It sickens me 
Thinking you can never be with me anymore. 

You are taken. 
Married to a stranger. 

 
It sickens me thinking 

that I am sick... 
sick! 
Ill! 

Sick! 
Sick! 

 
Sick to the stomach 

that this mustered courage of mine to tell you how much I love you ... 
 

came too late. 
 

 
 
                Coward’s Heart Bleeds with Envy – by r. j. paré 
 



selected poems 
By Frances Nichols Vargas  

 
 

YOU 
 

The beauty of your face  
Just lightens the whole damn place 

Ohhhh that smile  
so captivating and mysterious 

Your personality fills all the voids 
your laughter shatters the silence 

Your touch and kiss  
Completely amaze 

Your strength and endurance  
Knock me off my feet 

 

 
 
                            Untitled – by Lisa Marie Mueller 



paré’s poetic perspectives  
By r. j. paré 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
           Untitled – by Engin Korkmaz 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Bad Beat 
 

By 

 

r. j. paré  
 

 
 

Facedown – from the Painted Aces series by r. j. pare 

 
Big Slick 
 
 

“When the first two cards [hole cards] dealt, are an Ace and a King.” 

                                                                                                                        Croupier 

“The best time to raise, pre-flop.” 

                                                                                                                         Gambler 

“Damned if someone isn’t, always, holding pocket Queens  

and ready to cut into your bankroll.” 

                                                                                                            Recovering Addict 

 
 
 Our tale continues, as these sorts of things do, with the situation looking far from 
grim. Mr. Grey, while enjoying his new found hobby of on-line poker, still manages to 
keep house [though somewhat less diligently] and take care of his bouncing baby boy 
[though somewhat distractedly]. His attention to detail or more specifically – lack 
thereof, has largely gone unnoticed. 
  
 Missy comes home tired from work and is happy that her parents were wrong. Mr. 
Grey always has their baby fed and clothed and the house hasn’t come close to burning 
down. If the child is not always wearing spotless outfits… well kids are messy aren’t 
they? And if it seems they are eating hot dogs and KD more often than usual… well she 
didn’t marry him thinking he’d become a five star chef, now did she? Still, Missy does 
notice that her husband is spending an awful lot of time on the computer – she mentioned 
that concern to Jill, her co-worker, the other day and Jill thought he must be surfing for 
porn. Ha, ha very funny. Missy wonders if she should ask him about is internet habits, but 
she is afraid she’ll appear suspicious and paranoid. 
 

If she had known he was gambling from the start, things might have turned out 
differently. 



*  *  * 
 

 

“Player just_a_nudder@swiftmail.org, folds.” 

 

“YOU WIN THE POT – 565 CREDITS” 

 

Beep! 

 

A small window popped up on the computer screen. Mr. Grey recognized it as yet 
another advertisement for the “premium” poker site. He thought it was funny how the ads 
never pop up when he loses a hand. 

 
Not that that happens much… 
 
They start you out on Poker Mania.Com with 1000 credits – or ‘play’ dollars and 

you can see how far you can build your imaginary bankroll. Of course, if you lose it all, 
they just let you start all over again with another 1000 credits. 

 
If only real life were that simple. 
 
“SPECIAL OFFER – SIGN UP TODAY FOR THE PREMIUM SITE AND YOU 

CAN CONVERT UP TO 100 CREDITS INTO REAL DOLLARS, FOR FREE!!” 

 

“Would you like to upgrade?” 

 

“YES      –        NO” 

 
I want very much to tell you that Mr. Grey was above the temptation. That he 

realized poker mania.com giving him free credits to play was just a marketing ploy 
designed to get him to fork over his own cash. Well, I can’t do that. Do you remember 
what Mick sang? 

 
“Ya can’t always get what ya want…” 

 
 Brother, ain’t that the truth. 
 
Mr. Grey retrieved the joint VISA card that Missy and he shared for ‘unexpected’ 

expenses from the desk. I guess that on-line gambling could be considered ‘unexpected’ 
indeed.  

 
“Missy will understand,” Mr. Grey deludes him self. “Besides, with my winnings 

I’ll buy her something nice.” 
 
Mr. Grey clicked YES and typed in the account number. 



 
 A few weeks later… 

 

 Missy came from work and noticed something was off. She could hear the baby crying in 
the nursery and there was a faint burnt smell coming from the kitchen.  
 
 “Honey?” she called. “Is everything alright?” 
 
 She could hear her husband muttering to himself. “Damn luck.” 
 
 “What’s going on, hon?” she pressed. Mr. Grey walked into the foyer with a sheepish 
grin on his face.  
 
 “Well, I left the pasta on the stove and got distracted… I think it’s gonna be take-out 
tonight.” 
 
 “That’s ok,” she smiled at him “go ahead and order something while I get changed.” 
 
 Missy walked down the hall and paused at the door to the nursery. She poked her head in 
to check on the little fella and almost gagged on the pungent stench of a dirty diaper.  
 

With a sigh, she changes the baby’s 
bottom and receives a bit of a shock… the bright 
red diaper rash looks like he’s been wearing 
soiled pants for hours. She finishes taking care 
of her babe and applying some Zinc cream with 
a sour, irritated look on her face. It was time to 
find out what her husband has been up to on the 
computer when he is supposed to be taking care 
of their child.  
 
 She carried her, now content, son over 
to the computer and logged onto the internet. 
She called up the browser history and launched 
the website her husband has been spending so 
much time visiting. As the gaudy graphics 
invited her to try her hand at various limit poker 
games Missy White began to seethe. Her 
husband’s shadow fell over the screen, from 
behind her he said, 
 
 “Listen sweetie, I can explain….” 

 

Tune in next month 

For the 3
rd
 installment of “Bad Beat”  

One that could only be called 

“The Flop” 

 

                                                    Gambling Infects – from the Painted Aces series  
                                                    – by r. j. paré 



 

 
 
Crackhead – by Roger Formidable 



music 
 

redhouse – in their own words 
By Roger Price 

 
 

bio:  
• RedHouse is a southern Rock Blues 

band out of Wabash Indiana.  
 

• It was formed in 2008 and has been 
rocking ever since.  

 

• We play a wide variety of music from 
old classic rock songs such as 
"Mustang Sally" all the way up to 
new rock songs such as STP's "Plush" 
or Alice in Chains's "Rooster".  

 

• We are a very well rounded band and 
even do a little country music now and 
again.  

 

• We are a well practiced ‘gigging’ band 
always ready to play a show. 
  

 
 

Roger Price 
 

Editor’s Note: RedHouse takes a down home, honest, ‘garage rock’ approach to the 

aesthetics and performance while covering the popular rock songs of yesterday and 

today. Book them for your venue and…. 

 

Rock the house – with RedHouse!  

                                                                                    r. j. paré 

 
 
 



 
 
 

members: 
  

Danny "Big Daddy Red" Price: 

 rythm guitar/vocals 
 

Roger Price:  

lead guitar/vocals 

 

Dan "Buddy" Price:  

lead vocals/rythm guitar 
 

Doug Gatchel:  

bass guitar  
 

Tom Smith: 

 drums 
  

             
        ^ Danny “Big Daddy Red” Price                                                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
< Doug Gatchel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



influences: 
 

SRV, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Allman Brothers Band, Black Foot, The Beatles, Hendrix, 
AC/DC, STP, Alice in Chains, Blues Brothers, Molly Hatchet, etc... 

 
  

web page: 
 

www.myspace.com/redhouse00x   
 
  

up coming gigs: 
 

October 10 2009  
at the Circus building in Peru Indiana 

 

 
 
   Tom Smith 



 

 
  
The Singer – by Roger Formidable 
 



pop culture 
an interview with Jimmy Palmiotti 
 

 

 

By Brad Bellmore 

 

 

BB: How does your history as an inker 
influence your writing? 

 

JP: Well, its my history as an artist, and 
inking a part of that which gives me 
storytelling skills and advantages that 
some comic writers don’t have because I 
fully understand the sequence of 
storytelling and can tell what will fit 
where because of my art background. 
Most of the time I lay out on paper or in 
my mind how a sequence of events and 
dialogue strung together might look on a 
page and as well think about pacing and 
the idea that most stories have to end on 
page 22. This is especially obvious when 
you look at the work Justin gray and I do 
on JONAH HEX.  
 

 

BB: Do you draw as part of your writing 
process? Storyboarding as you go? 

 

 

 

 

JP: At times and for certain artists. Its usually just roughs to give an artist an idea what I 
am thinking, especially if the layout is something different or difficult. Most of the people 
I work with don’t need this kind of help, thank god.  
 
 
 
 



BB: Do you have any desire to return to inking? Or drawing? 

 

JP: I draw daily, just not comic and not for anyone but myself. Down the line I will start 
illustrating some of my own work, but until then, I have only inked one story this past 
year and I think that’s it for a while. I feel I have done all I could in that medium…won 
the awards, worked with the best and so on and I am done for a while. I have never done 
any one type of job for a long time and inking has been the longest I worked on one 
single thing…and I need to move on and explore my other talents. Writing is much more 
diverse and I can work in hundreds of mediums with writing…inking is limited to one 
medium and in my eyes, it is done for a bit unless something comes along I am dying to 
work on.  
  
 
BB: Are there difficulties in switching story genres as you work on separate titles? (Jonah 
Hex to Power Girl to Supergirl)? 

 

JP: Not really, just language changes that are needed. We have a western set after the 
civil war and then a hip New York backdrop and then with Supergirl, we aim at a 
younger audience. It’s more of a content and tone thing. Honestly, I don't have a problem 
with it...but I really don't "send" my work in till its read a few times by myself and my 
"home" editor Amanda Conner.  
 
  
BB: What are the differences between Supergirl and Power Girl? How do you keep the 
characters clear in your mind? Do the characters present anything to help you 
differentiate them? 

 

JP: Supergirl is a young girl...while Power Girl is really a woman. I hear two very 
distinctive voices on these characters and find them both easy to write ...they both have 
the "I want to help" part of their personality always on, but the way in which they help is 
very different. It’s obvious in the Supergirl strip in Wednesday comics that I was trying 
to make her a tiny bit younger than the monthly book does...and I think that helps when 
you re telling a story surrounding a super cat and dog. With Power Girl, a lot of 
responsibility is put on her shoulders daily and she reacts to this. At the same20time, 
Power Girl puts herself into these situations and makes choices that aren’t easy ones for 
herself. She chooses to start up a company...she chooses who she hires and she chooses 
how much time to spend with them. All adult actions in my mind.  
 
  
BB: How do you feel about the women you create? Do you have hopes of inspiring kids 
through them? 

 

JP: Yes. I think I write very positive, or at lest I try to write healthy women characters 
that are able to express themselves to those around them and aren’t cliché. With 
characters like Jane, Supergirl, Terra, Power Girl, Tallulah Black, Alice and Tilt from 
Monolith and so on, I really depend on the feedback I get from the female fans, and it has 



been very positive and rewarding on so many levels. When I usually pitch a new 
property, my first thought is always make the protagonist a female…I guess I am more 
comfortable writing characters that are more emotionally driven and interesting.  
  
 
BB: Do you find anything of yourself in any of your characters? Do you use art for self-
discovery? Or is it all business? 

 

JP: Writing is revealing on a number of levels and the way certain characters react to the 
situations I put them in, well…a few of them react like I would for sure. I think the 
PAINKILLER JANE character and parts of JONAH are closest to me. A lot of times this 
can become a crutch so I stay careful and alert. I try to make some of the characters 
people that are nothing like me and am often surprised how they react...it the discovery of 
the job that keeps this exciting to me.  
  

 

BB: What is coming in the near future? 
Long term projects? 

 

JP: Long term, Justin and I are 
represented by ICM in Los Angeles and 
they are out there selling our screenplays 
and drumming up more film and TV work. 
We have some video game work coming 
in the future as well as more animation. 
The near future I have got a lot more 
creator owned projects coming and 
hopefully I can stay on books like hex and 
Power Girl for a long time. Honestly, I 
want to do everything…so things like 
directing and producing as well as 
packaging books are in my future as well.  
 
  
BB: Are there any projects you are itching 
to return to? 

 

JP: Only Painkiller Jane. I would like to 
make a few films or another TV series 
where we actually stick with the character 
we created and have the balls to do it right. 
We had a film and a TV show and both 
were somebody else’s version of Jane and 
they both did not work for me. I would love the chance to work with Kristanna Loken 
again and get her to really knock it out of the park with the character.  
  



BB: Have there been any projects you wanted to do that were shot down? What 
happened? 

 

JP: So many I will make your head spin. We had GATECRASHER ready to go at MTV 
and they screwed up…we had THE PRO at spike and they passed in the 11th hour…we 
had SURF&TURF at Warner and the sample animation was horrible and didn’t follow 
what we did and so on. I have had at least 17 development deals that were “almost” 
projects. The good thing is I don’t give up…ever.  
  
BB: Do you prefer writing comics to TV or Film? 

 

JP: They both are fun, but with film, it’s more just you and the script…with TV you 
work in a room with other writers. Honestly, I enjoy both. It’s a blast to see actors 
speaking your lines…surreal as well.  
 

 
 
 
 



 
comic book review 
By Brad Bellmore 

 

 

 

 

The Unwritten 

 

 
(thumb slightly down) 
 
 
 

Vertigo has a new series The Unwritten by Mike Carey and drawn by Peter Gross. 
The series follows Tom Taylor, the son of a famous writer. Tom is named after the hero 
of his father’s works, Tommy. The implication is that he is Tommy, a fictional character 
that is living in the real world, something of an Athena event, life spawning from the 
imagination of the novelist.  

 
The latest issue takes a plunge into Frankenstein, with a load of literary criticism 

and cultural commentary laced with tidbits of philosophy in an exploration of the impact 
and connection between life and fiction, specifically, horror fiction. This discussion is 
fascinating and I would love to be in a room in such a dialogue. Such intellectual 
discourse can be quite nourishing for creative types. However, I think I’d rather 
participate than read the transcript of someone else’s dialogue. 

 
The metaphor, however of Frankenstein as the creature relates to Tommy’s 

eventual revelation as a creature is quite inventive. I’m not sure if there is a better way for 
them to create this foreshadowing with the same subtlety without the debate.  

 
There is an astonishing cleverness to this series. A lot is happening on various 

levels all the time. I typically love that. It provides a richness that I love. There just 
doesn’t seem to be enough cohesiveness to the story telling for me to fall in love with it 
like I want to. This is like a stew that has a lot of flavors but hasn’t been stewed long 
enough for all the flavors to blend properly. 

 
The art in this book doesn’t do a lot for me. This is obviously a story driven piece 

and the words take the spotlight. So much so that little of the story is left to be told by the 
images. Since I love the story as much as I do, this isn’t too bothersome.  



 
Yet, I’d like to see better use of the medium and let the art flourish a bit more. 

One thing that worked quite well, is the ghosted images of the past overlaying the present 
as Tom is remembering his father’s actions. 

 
Overall, this just misses for me. It is close to being something astonishing but 

doesn’t quite get there. It may be one of those series that finds its perfect tone in the next 
issue or so, but thus far, it is intriguing but not quite riveting. 

 

 
 
 



Genecy 

 

 

 

 
(thumb partly up) 
 
 
 
 

Genecy is a rich, beautiful independent comic written by Gerald Cooper and 
drawn by Eddy Barrows and colored by Tim Ogul and Oren Kramek. The art in this book 
is as vibrant and complex as anything I’ve seen in a while. Page after page masterfully 
uses color, texture and light to evoke a solid sense of place and emotionally anchor the 
reader to the story.  I’m a big fan of a good story and will often rave about that more than 
the artwork in my reviews, but comics are primarily a visual art form and this book 
reminds us of what that can mean. 

 
  The detail at times made me stop and pore over a specific panel or a page. When 
discussing film, it is often said that if the special effects or camera angle catch your 
attention, they have gotten in the way of the storytelling and have become a detriment. 
This is also true of comics. There have been times that the art became so big that I lost 
track of the story. That does not happen here. Even when caught in a single panel, the 
story continued. The images kept propelling the story with their depth. 

 
Two different styles (color over pencil and color over ink) were used to tell two 

different parts of the tale. The first is earthier, even though it takes place in space and on 
space ships. But that is more the “real world” of this tale. Later, when things move to a 
spiritual plane and everything becomes more cosmic, so does the art. At times it reminds 
me of the old Silver Surfer. 

 
I think that style choice is somewhat intentional. The core idea of the book could 

be described as what if it was Conan had been the one turned into the Silver Surfer.  
 
This is the origin tale of Genecy as human becomes the vessel of a god. As we 

first meet Kaizaxx, he is a slave. Many atrocities have been committed against his people 
by their conquerors.  

 
As Kaizaxx escapes, he finds himself in a temple that holds the pathway to 

Raknirod, a deity long entombed that looks for the means to live free again. By proving 
himself in battle, and destroying the guardians of Raknirod, Kaizaxx becomes the one to 
be the vessel of this god. 

 



Overall this is a powerful story, with some very nice tweaks on common themes. 
Some nice variations on archetypes are used quite originally here. The style of the writing 
ranges from poetic to a bit esoteric at times. When you are talking about things as grandly 
cosmic as this book covers it is hard to avoid the esoteric, I’m sure. That said, that’s the 
only real knock against the book. If you get a chance to check this out, it is well worth the 
money, even if the narration gets a little vague. The art will fill in the gaps for you. 

 

 
 

 



raised on saturday morning cartoons 
By Pauline Paré 

 
 
 

THE 2009 SCI-FI INVASION 

 

 

 
I have been a fan of science fiction for as long as I can remember.  Star Trek, Star 

Wars and V sparked my imagination and filled me with a love for the genre.  Science 
fiction has become even more sophisticated in it’s themes and scope as writers and 
performers learn that serious stories can be told within the genre.  Battlestar Galactica 
was one of the best examples of this type of science fiction.   With its characters facing 
serious dangers and despair in their own personal lives, BSG translated well for fans of 
drama as well as sci-fi fans. Now, there is a new wave of intelligent and dramatic science 
fiction and many of these new shows have Canadian connections.   

 
I have been enjoying Defying Gravity for months now.  Unfortunately, this show 

is currently on the cusp of being cancelled. I truly hope that Defying Gravity gets saved.  
The intelligent story telling and empathetic characters make for very enjoyable television 
viewing.   

 
Recently, two new science fictions have premiered and frankly, their first 

episodes have blown me away.  Flash Forward is a new offering from ABC that is so 
intelligently written and original that I fear for its fate on that network.  The producers 
may have blown their entire special effects budget on that first episode.  Much like Lost, 
Flash Forward starts the series with a bang.  In Lost it was a very well filmed plane crash 
that kept viewers on the edge of their seats and in Flash Forward, it the effect of having 
the entire population of earth go completely unconscious for 2 minutes and 17 seconds.  
Our main characters wake up to deadly car pileups, drowned surfers and planes that have 
fallen out of the sky.    

 

 



The series starts us off with an intelligently written and interesting mystery that 
will definitely have me watching every week.  It appears that the entire unconscious 
populace has had visions of April 15th, 2010 and, while for some it will be a good day, 
for others it will be terrible. 

 
After thinking that it will be a long time before another television show tops that 

premiere, I watched Stargate Universe on the Space network.  I enjoy the Stargate series 
but I have always thought of it as old school science fiction with loads of comic relief and 
a tendency to not take itself too seriously.  The producers of the show obviously decided 
to go in a new direction and write a science fiction survival story in the vein of BSG.  The 
show is still filled with the classic science fiction archetypes but it has a bleak, dark 
feeling to it that the previous Stargates did not have. Dr. Rush is an interesting character.  
He is the man responsible for the danger that everyone is in but his expertise is essential 
to everyone’s survival so it may be a while before he has to pay for his crimes.  Eli 
Wallace is the uneducated genius and could very well become a big hero of the series. 
The cast is very strong and the dramatic acting is some of the best that I have seen on any 
of the Stargate series.   

 
These 2 series have given me my Sci-Fi fix and the upcoming V might very well 

put me into overload.  These series are great viewing for anyone, sci-fi fan or not and the 
upcoming V may very well make 2009 an amazing television viewing season.  

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


